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Inside the Top Operators is made possible by the financial support of WTA’s
Industry Leaders…

…And Industry Patrons:

Introduction
The first Top Teleport Operator rankings were published in 2004 and new annual rankings have
been issued every year since then. Their purpose is to focus attention on the important, but
often unsung, role that satellite service providers play in the satellite communications market.
The rankings come from an annual survey of operators as well as review of financial data from
publicly-traded firms. From this information, WTA publishes rankings of:
•

The Global Top 20, companies by revenue including independents and satellite/fiber
operators

•

The Independent Top 20, companies by revenue excluding satellite and fiber
operators

•

The Fast 20, based on year-over-year revenue growth, including independents and
satellite/fiber operators

Billions	
  

The 2014 Top Operators, announced in November of that
year, included companies with
combined annual revenues of
US$12 billion from teleport
and satellite operations the
previous year. Of this revenue,
$9.8bn
came
from
respondents that have submitted data to WTA consistently for the past five years.
These companies posted 10%
(CAGR) year-over-year growth
in revenues from 2009 to
2013. Growth leveled off to 4% CAGR
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The Teleport Business from the Inside
The Top Operators respondents not only provided financial data but also shared information on
markets, pricing and services at the end of the 2014 calendar year. Their responses uncovered
several market trends:

n

Pricing for services holds steady. Sixty-one percent of teleport operators reported no
change in pricing for their core teleport services from the previous year, while resale of
satellite and fiber capacity experienced only modest upticks in pricing. Seventy percent of
teleport operators focusing on media markets reported no change in their core services
pricing, while data-centric operators reported more price volatility.

n

Volume of business increases but at slower rate. The majority of teleport operators
serving media, maritime and other enterprise markets reported increases in the volume of
business they did. The government market, by contrast, saw the biggest volume decreases.
But overall volume growth has cooled over the past three years: 73% of respondents
reported growth in media volume three years ago, compared with 54% this year.

n

Data-centric operators are pushing into media markets. As government revenues
decline through a combination of recession and military drawdown, data-centric operators
have targeted new revenue opportunities in media markets.

n

Different geographic areas present different opportunities. West Asia is a significant
market for media-centric services from the Top Operators, but generates a far smaller share
of revenue for data-centric operators. The reverse is true for Africa and Latin America,
where data-centric Top Operators reported generating more than twice the share of revenue
from the region as media-centric operators.

Both independent teleport operators and satellite carriers and fiber networks with their own
teleports submitted information for the 2014 Top Operators. In this report, except where indicated, all results are drawn from the data provided by the independent operators only.

